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A DUAL GERMANIUM DETECTOR SYSTEM

FOR THE ROUTINE ASSAY OF LOW LEVEL TRANSURANICS IN SOIL

J. M. Crowell

Los Alamos Scientific Laboratory
Los Alamos, ilewMexico 87545

ABSTRACT

As an outgrowth of previous work on soil radioassay, we have developed

an automated assay system for determining the transuranic radionuclide

content of soils, with particul~r irlterest in Pu. The system utilizes two

cormnercial planar intrinsic germanium detectors in opposition. The large

area of the detectors (2100 mm2) and the thinness of the detector crystals

(7 rnn)permit sensitive analysis of the L x ray emission region of the

transuranics (13-21 keV). With countinq times of 5 hours, we obtain

detection limits of <15 pCi/g for Pu and <0.1 pCi/g for 241Am.

INTRODUCTION——. —..— .-

Low level analyses of transuranic radionucl ides are required in support

of biological, ecoloqiudl. dnd environmental research associated with nuulcar

facility operations. P photorlspectroscopy system is described which is

designed for the autr,mated Jssay of transurar]ics in batch soil samples. The

prirlcipal design r;’+teriu fur this systcm were: a) mirlil]lumturnarourld tillle

for sampl~ assay, b) little or no sample prcp,lr’ation,c) the ahilit,y to

detnct JI)CIquarltif,ythe collcc)l~r~t.iullrof plutonlmu. ~mericium, ~nd uranium,

at~dd) cowpl[!teautcmtior].

Allalyscs of low level transuranics ir) soil generallj require costl,y,

tilllf?-f:otls[lll!irl~jchunical seporatiotl of radioactive m~tcrial fronlthe soil,’

The sei]ar~tcd fractiorl is thcrlnmsuruci with high scnsitivit,y ali]hirenergy

ani!lysisor mass spectroqrailhic rrlcthodsc Direct phntotl spectroscoi)y of the

soil sample offers a faster and less expensive alternative. Brauer et a12

have measured ‘4i AnI aridPu in soi1 by i~hotorlspectroscopy b,yusing a Ge(Li )

deLcctcr for measurcnmt of t,he60 keV i ri~,yfrunl24 IAm and a Si(Li) (i[!tector
,~~1

for the nwasurcnlct)tof the Pu; Am L,: x-ra,yratio, Sherman et a13 i}avc

descrihud a Si(Li)-NaI(T~’,)x-rev spectrometer for plutoniun~ analysis irlwhich



NaI(Tl) scintillators are operated in anticoincidence with

to reduce continuum in the L x-ray spectrum resulting from

the soil.

The system presented here is an outgrowth of the stud

in which a s“

Pu and 241Am

of intrinsic

plastic dish

ngle crystal intrinsic germaniurlldetector was

The system, shown in Figure 1, utilizes two

germanium in opposition. The sample of soil,

a Si(Li) detector

y activity in

4
es by West et al

used to detect

planar detectors

in a covered

is positioned between the detectors for counting. Spectra in

the energy range of 0-200 keV are accumulated from each detector by a

microcomputer-based multichannel analyzer. The same microcomputer controls

the automatic sample changer, analyzes the spectra, and prints the results

orlthe computer terminal.

Th2 sample preparation for this system is held to a minimum. After

removal of ‘;ticks,stones, organic debris, etc., the soil is packed into

plastic dishes 6.5 cm diameter x 0.5 cm deep. The dishes are covered and

sealed. Packing density and drying of the samples are not critical so long

as calibration standards of the same soil type are identically prepared.

DETECTORS

The detectors, manufactured by Princeton Gamma-Tech,5 are single crystal

planar detectors of intrinsic germanium, each mounted on a 30 1 capacity

liquid nitrogen dewar. Apart from the mounting geom~try, the two detectors

atteessentially identical. The acti!!e area of each detector is 2100 nm12

ar]dthe depletion depth is 7 mm. The windows on the detr.tors are 0.5 mln

thick beryllium, 58 nwrrin diameter (’1,2600mm2). This optimum window size

was established by Monte Carlo calculat~ons, 4

The thin depletion depth of 7 mm ensures that the detectors are relatively

irlsensiti”~ to photons having an energy greater that]~bout 200 keV. Figure 2

compares the detuction efficierlcy of onc of these detectors with thaL of an

irltrinsicq~rmaniurn coaxial detector. This insensitivity to high energy

photofls is ~ccnmpanied by reduced Compton scattering, thus reducing the

continuum hck.q:ound in tl~e12-25 keV ellergmyreqioll (the rcgiorlof the 1 x rays

associated with th~ clec~yof transuranics), With depletion depths of less

than 7 mm, enerd,y resolution degrades rapidly due to capacitive effects.

The energy resolutiori specifications of these planar detectors arc 693 eV

full-width at half-rrmximum (FWHM) at 6.4 keV and 787 eV FWHMat 1’22kcV.

Alt,houqh the encrqy rwolutif~t] UF so thin a detector is not as quod JS that

of a smaller, thicker detector, the increased sensitivity for low enerq,y

““2-



photons for these large area detectors was an overriding consideration.

The resolution is still sufficient to resolve the La, L6, and Ly x rays of

the transuranics, and the sensitivity at 186 keV is still sufficient to

allow detection of uranium, as shown in the spectrum of uranium ore in

Figure 3.

SYSTEM HARDWARE

The proposed

of soil samples.

u~e of this system is the unattended, automatic analysis

For this purpose, a reliable sample changer which could be

controlled by a computer was designed and constructed at this laboratory.
6

A stack of up to 23 plastic sample dishes can be analyzed in each run of the

computer program. The stack loading sample changer, I!poncommand from the

computer, positions one sample at a time between the detectors. droppi~lg the

previous sample into a collection bucket. (See Figure 4.)

Because analysis of the spectra from the detectors was to be done by

computer, and likewise control of the sample changer, a microcomputer-based

multichannel analyzer (MCA) wtis selected as the heart of the system. The

Model ND660 from Nuclear Data7 utilizes a Digital Equipment Corporation”

LSI-11 microcomputer. The same microcomputer which controls all of the MCA

functions can, with minor modifications to Nuclear Data’s hardware and

software, also control the sample changer and allow a user-written analysis

program to run concurrently with the MCA program.

SYSTEM OPERATION—. . ..—-..

In the normal operating situation, there are two ~rograms running

concurrently in the microcomputer. The “foreground,” ol high priority,

prograrncontrols the MCA for spectrum acquisition and display. It, in turn,

is controlled by the “background” program which performs the assay calcula-

tions and controls the sample changer. The manual :ontrois of the MCA are

disabled. The sign~ls from the two detectors are directed, by ar]analog

router, through a single analog-to-digital converter. The spectra from the

two IJctector!;arc stored il]two halves of a 40!Jtich~rlnci MLA mmory (which

is, in fact, random accuss memory of the microcomputer).

After the operator has entered the pertinent Identlfic,,tion data for

the samples to bc analyzed, the background program causes the first sample

to be placed between tllodetectors and ~pectrcrarc accumul.~ted for 1000

seconds, From the countlr~g rate of the L1~x ray, the tinlenecessary for

sufficient statistics is dctermirwd (up to a nlaxlmllmof 20,000 s~:;onds)~rld,

-3-



if necessary, data acquisition is resumed. After the spectra are accumulated,

they are summed (allowing for different energy calibration of the two

detectors) into the first half of the ML! memory. A room background spectrum,

stored on the computer’s floppy disk, is loaded into the second half for

* subtraction.

The program scans ~ file on the floppy disk for a list of nuclides to

be examined. For each y ray or x ray of interest, the disk f<?e contains

the identity of the nuclide, the energy span of the peak, and the system

sensitivity in (pCi/g)/(counts/see). After subtracting sample and room

background, the net counting rate in each energy region of interest and the

concentration of the associated nuclide are determined. The results are

printed in a table on the computer terminal, the next sample is moved into

position, and the process is repeated.

ASSAY

With the exception of plutonium, each radionuclide is quantified on the

basis ofy rays [e.g., 60 keV for
24 I

Am and 186 keV for
235U,238

U mixtures).

For low energy photons, like the L x rays, the mean free path in soil is

about 1 mm, and only the surface layers of the sample are seen by the detectors.

The counting rate is assumed to be proportional to the concentration of the

nuclide in the soil. For higher energy photons, the mean free path i~ of

the same order of, or larger than, sample thickness, and the counting rate

is assumed to be proportional to the total amount of nuclide in the sample.

For the sake of simplicity, a threshold of 65 keV was chcsen to delineate

the two approximations, (The errors introduced in the middle energy region

by this simplification seem to be considerably less than those irlherent ir~

the counting statistics.)

The plutonium concerltration is determined from the courltirlgrt]tcof the

L L{\,and LY x ra,ysafter a correction is made for the 24’Arnand U(t’
corltributions, using predetermined fr~ctions (obtained frorll

241
Am and U soil

standards) of the 60 keV and 186 keV peaks. A summary of the iissa,yfor Pu,
241

Am, aridU for each sample is printed below the table of nuclidcs desrribed

above.

CALIBRATION—--—-.........
The accuracy of this soil analysis system is critically dependent upon

the use of well-prepared calibratiorl standards. The absorptior~ of the 1.x rays

by the sample itself (aridthus the ratio of L x-ra,ycour}ting rate to y-ray

-4-



rate for 241
Am and U) is highly matrix dependent. Well characterized,

preferably spiked, standard Gf the same type of soil to be analyzed must be

available to determine the sensitivity of the system for each radianuclide

and each soil type.

SUMMARY

A photon spectroscopy system for the automated an~lysis of t]tansuranics

in soils has been described. The system is now in routine use. Detection

limits (based upon background statistics for

than 15 pCi/g for Pu and less than 0.1 pCi/g

detection limit for U awaits measurements of

amounts of that element.
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FIGURE CAPTION>——.—.

Figure 1. Automated Soil Analysis System.

Figure 2.
2Efflcie*lcy of 2100 mm x 7 mm p

intrinsic germanium detectors.

2
anar and 1400 mm x 34 mm co~xial

Figure 3. Spectrm of uranium or~ taken with 2100 mn12planar intrinsic
germanium detector.

FiglJre4. Detail of sample changer mechanism.


